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Nickel-iron catalysts for electrochemical water
oxidation – redox synergism investigated by in situ
X-ray spectroscopy with millisecond time
resolution†
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In future technological systems for chemical storage of renewable energy and production of non-fossil
fuels, NiFe oxyhydroxides are prime candidates for eﬃcient alkaline water oxidation (oxygen evolution
reaction, OER). The synergistic eﬀect of Ni and Fe is well documented but still insuﬃciently understood.
Fluorescence-detected X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the K-edges of Ni and Fe provided structural
information on the non-catalytic (reduced) and catalytic (oxidized) state of the NiFe catalyst. Timeresolved detection of X-ray signals during (i) cyclic voltammetry and (ii) in response to potential steps
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revealed that the Ni(2+)/Ni(3+) redox transition is directly coupled to modiﬁcation of the Fe ligand
environment. We propose that the lattice-geometry modiﬁcation of the Ni(Fe) oxyhydroxide that results
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from Ni oxidation enforces changes in the ligand environment of the Fe ions. The Fe sites do not
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undergo a distinctive redox transition, but are “enslaved” by the oxidation state changes of the Ni ions.

1. Introduction
One of the major goals in research on eﬃcient water splitting
for production of non-fossil fuels is the rational design of the
catalyst for the anodic water oxidation process, the oxygen
evolution reaction (OER). Of special interest are catalyst materials based on earth-abundant, non-precious metals. Accomplishing this goal requires a better understanding of the catalyst
function, especially regarding the determinants for high catalytic activity. From this perspective, NiFe based catalysts are of
special interest due to their high activity at low overpotentials in
alkaline conditions, at levels comparable to the most eﬃcient
noble metal based catalyst.1–6 The high catalytic activity of NiFe
oxyhydroxides is well known for more than 60 years. Early
discovery reports can be traced back to the 1950's.7 However
these materials had not been studied in more depth until the
1980's when the interest in water splitting was rising.8,9 With the
steadily increasing interest in water splitting, many recent
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studies have focused on the catalytic mechanism of NiFe oxide
(or hydroxide) catalysts.10–12 Understanding the function of the
catalyst requires insights in structure–function relations,
including dynamic restructuring induced by changes of the
electrochemical potential, and identication of the catalytically
active site.
Formation of the NiFe2O4 inverse spinel has been associated
with the catalytic activity.13 However, Raman spectroscopic
evidence suggested this is not the main active phase.14 Most of
the recent investigations point towards a Ni(Fe) oxyhydroxide
phase that likely is decisive for catalytic activity.10,15 For a long
time it has been believed that this active phase consists of bNi(Fe)OOH.16 However, more recent reports indicate the g-Ni(Fe)
OOH as the phase responsible of the catalytic activity.10,15 Bell and
coworkers have suggested that during operation the ironcontaining a-Ni(OH)2 is transformed into g-Ni(Fe)OOH.10 They
found that Ni increases its oxidation state to +3.6 and iron
remains in its +3 oxidation state, but with unusually short Fe–O
distances; and they proposed that the short distances in the iron
result from the constraints imposed by the g-NiOOH structure.
The eﬀect of Fe in enhancing the catalytic activity is undeniable.9,17–21 However, the reason for this improvement is not
clear. It has been suggested that it is related to an increment of
the conductivity of the lm by the incorporation of Fe, but
further factors are likely involved.17 Most of the debate is now
focusing on the question whether the active site corresponds to
Fe4+, Fe3+ or Ni4+ sites.10,12,22,23
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Some groups have suggested the formation of Fe4+ with Fe–O
bonds, possibly involving oxyl radical character, relating to the
catalytic activity.24 A more recent Mössbauer spectroscopy study
states the formation of Fe4+ in NiFe catalysts under catalytic
potential.22 It was proposed that Fe4+ sites are at edges or defects
in the NiOOH structure and represent catalytically highly active
sites; these active species itself remain invisible due to fast
kinetic transformation coupled to O–O bond formation. The
observed slow Fe4+ species were proposed to be present within
the layers of a layered NiFe oxyhydroxide. Studies by Stevens25
showed that Fe ions incorporated in the bulk of the oxide do not
directly aﬀect the catalytic activity, which mostly depends on
incorporation of Fe to the edge of the layers. Scanning electrochemical microscopy experiments also showed evidence for
surface kinetically slow and fast sites on mixed Ni–Fe oxides.
According to Ahn et al.26 the fast sites correspond to surface
sites with higher Fe4+ content. Some recent computational DFT
studies showed that charge transfer from Fe to Ni atoms in
mixed nickel-iron oxides results in stabilization of Ni2+ and
formation of Fe4+. However, the stabilisation of Fe3+ may
depend on its specic local environment.27
Based on the experimental evidence and computational
experiments, the group of Bell has assigned the Fe3+ sites as the
active sites for catalysis.10 Görlin and coworkers23 synthesized
NiFe particles and activated them electrochemically. They also
did not nd evidence for Fe4+ and observed that Fe3+ can largely
prevent the transition of Ni2+ to higher states.23 They interpreted
it as the consequence of a fast catalytic process which
approaches the speed of the redox process of the Ni centers
resulting in faster depletion of redox equivalents and consequently no accumulation of oxidized Ni3+/4+ ions is observable.
Regarding the role of the Fe3+ ion, we note that the mere presence of metal species in the +3 oxidation state (like Al3+) does
not result in enhanced catalytic activity.28
Nocera and coworkers suggested that the active site is
located at the nickel atom and that Fe remains in +3 oxidation
state, having a Lewis acid eﬀect on the nickel atom promoting
the formation of Ni4+.12 Formation of “active-oxygen” species at
the nickel sites have been concluded from Raman experiments29–31 and investigated O K-edge XAS32 (for pure Ni oxides).
Another factor that adds complexity to the study of this type
of catalysts is that diﬀerent synthesis protocols are used, which
normally lead to diﬀerent and oen also mixed phases.10,13
Transformation to other phases under operation conditions can
also be observed.1,10 Moreover, the use of specic carbon
substrates or carbon based supports also have been shown to
improve the catalytic activity.6,33,34
Sometimes discussed as a charge transfer-eﬀect20 or a synergistic eﬀect between metals,35 the nature of the interaction
between the Ni and Fe atoms within the catalyst material and
specically at the active site has remained unclear. More
knowledge of the impact of the second metal in the dynamic
processes during catalysis is needed for reaching a more
complete understanding of the catalytic mechanism. In the
present study, we approach the question of the role of the Fe
sites by recently developed experimental technology, namely the
combination of electrochemistry and X-ray absorption
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spectroscopy, including time-resolved in situ (or “operando”)
experiments in the millisecond domain.36,37

2.
2.1

Experimental
Materials

Reagents: KOH (Sigma-Aldrich, $86%), FeSO4$7H2O (SigmaAldrich, $99%), NiSO4$6H2O (Riedel-deHaën, 99%), H2SO4
(Roth, 37%), KNO3 (Roth, $99%). All reagents where used
without further purication. Solutions were prepared with 18
MU cm1 Milli-Q water.
2.2

Electrodeposition of the lms

The electrodepositions were performed in a two-electrode
system. Both electrodes were made of Toray Carbon Paper 120
(with 5 wt% PTFE wet proong and 370 mm thickness, 590437FuelCellStore) of 2  2 cm size. The backside of the electrodes
was covered with Kapton tape (IM301202 polyimide lm
Goodfellow, 683-465-79), thereby supporting mechanical
stability of the carbon electrode and preventing electrolyte
leakage. The electrodes were placed parallel to each other with
a separation of 0.5 cm and connected to a power supply
(Thursby-Thandar PL330DP). All catalyst NiFe lms of the
present spectroscopic study were cathodically electrodeposited
employing a constant current density of 250 mA cm2 and
a deposition period of 5 s, as described by Merrill and Dougherty.38 The deposition solution consisted of 9 mM NiSO4, 9 mM
FeSO4 and 25 mM (NH4)2SO4 (pH of 2.5 adjusted with H2SO4). In
the herein used catalyst lms (deposited for 5 s) and in general
for lms cathodically electrodeposited for 1 to 20 s at a constant
current of 250 mA cm2, the Ni : Fe concentration ratio
consistently was close to 1.5 (Table S1†).
2.3

Electrochemical measurements

The NiFe catalyst was investigated at room temperature in
1 mol L1 KOH solution using a single-compartment threeelectrode electrochemical cell, a high surface area Pt mesh as
a counter electrode, a hydrogen reference electrode (HydroFlex®, Gaskatel), and a potentiostat (SP-300, BioLogic Science
Instruments). The solutions were neither stirred nor deaerated
during experiments.
2.4

In situ X-ray absorption measurements

The X-ray measurements were performed at 20  C at beamline
KMC-3 (bending magnet) of the Berlin synchrotron radiation
source (BESSY) operated by Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB). A
silicon (111) double-crystal monochromator selected the X-ray
excitation energy. NiFe oxide deposited on Toray Carbon
Paper 120, as described above, was mounted within a window of
the in situ cell (three-electrode electrochemical cell with walls
made from inert Teon), which was lled with 1 M KOH and
placed in the path of the X-ray beam, for back-side irradiation of
the NiFe electrode (see Fig. S1,†ref. 36 and 37). The X-ray ux
was comparably low (bending magnet beamline) and we used
an out-of-focus geometry, to achieve an irradiated area on the
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catalyst lm of 11  3 mm. Thereby we could ensure that X-ray
induced modications of the sample were insignicant.
All X-ray absorption signals were collected in uorescence
mode, with detection at right angle to the exciting X-ray beam.
The X-ray uorescence passed a metal foil acting as a lter for
suppression of scattered X-rays (10 mm thick Mn metal for
measurements at Fe K-edge; 10 mm thick Co metal for
measurements at Ni K-edge). The uorescence was detected by
a scintillation detector (19.6 cm2 active area, 51BMI/2E1-YAPNeg, Scionix; shielded by additional 2 mm Al lter against
visible light) using a photomultiplier operated at 0.9 kV. The
photomultiplier signal passed through a 1 MU resistor for
current-to-voltage conversion to an amplier (Stanford
Research Systems, model SR560) with 6 dB per oct 10 Hz lowpass ltering and amplication of the signal by a factor of 20.
With this 10 Hz low-pass lter, the rise time for a stepwise
increase in input voltage was around 30 ms. The amplied
signal was recorded with a sampling time of 10 ms by the
analog-to-digital (AD) converter that is part of the used potentiostat (BioLogic SP300). The same potentiostat also operated
the electrochemical cell and recorded (via a second AD
converter) the signal from an ionization chamber monitoring
the intensity of the incoming X-ray beam.
K-edge absorption spectra of the sample were recorded
immediately before and aer each time-resolved experiment, to
normalize the time-resolved data and to assess lm dissolution.
Details about EXAFS simulations are provided in the ESI.†

3.

Results and discussion

The cathodic deposition of transition metal catalyst represents
an especially facile synthesis method and thus is of interest
regarding technological application. A catalyst layer can be
deposited quickly; its catalytic performance oen is excellent.38
A typical cyclic voltammetry (CV) of the here investigated NiFe
oxyhydroxides is shown in Fig. 1.
To investigate the structural and redox dynamics of the NiFe
catalyst, we performed X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) in
situ experiments, in combination with electrochemical protocols, e.g. cyclic voltammetry, as detailed in Experimental section
and Fig. S1.† These experiments had been preceded by investigation of the experimental conditions that facilitate stable
operation of the NiFe-based OER catalyst. Upon exposure of the
cathodically electrodeposited catalyst lms to oxidizing potential (1.50 VRHE), pronounced changes in X-ray uorescence
intensities und spectra were observed for about 15 min (Fig. S3–
S7†), but stable X-ray signals were obtained aer conditioning
at 1.50 VRHE for 20 minutes. During the conditioning period, we
observed a largely irreversible increase of the average Ni
oxidation (by about +0.5, Fig. S4 and S5†) indicating that
a signicant fraction of the Ni ions became trapped in higher
oxidations states. For ensuring stable operation conditions
regarding catalyst dissolution and (slow) structural modication, all spectra and time courses reported in the following were
recorded aer conditioning at 1.50 VRHE for 20 min. The 1.23
VRHE spectra were collected aer conditioning at 1.50 VRHE
followed by several minutes of equilibration at 1.23 VRHE.
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Fig. 1 Cyclic voltammogram (5 mV s1) of the NiFe catalysts electrodeposited on carbon paper (blue) and of the pure carbon paper
support (black) in 1 M KOH. The CV features current peaks assignable
to redox transitions of the catalyst material as well as a rise in current
density above 1.45 VRHE stemming from the catalytic water-oxidation
current. The Ni : Fe stoichiometry of the catalyst material was around
1.5 (Table S1†). The two red lines show the potentials chosen to collect
in situ X-ray spectra.

For the XANES spectra of the NiFe oxide collected at 1.23 and
1.55 VRHE, we observed a shi in the Ni X-ray edge position by
1.1 eV (Fig. 2A). From measurements of Ni oxide references with
known coordination environment and oxidation state (NiO,
Ni(H2O)6, LiNiO2, K2Ni(H2IO6)2),11,23 we estimate that a change
by one oxidation state unit is associated with a 1.6 eV shi in the
edge position. Using this approximate calibration, we determine a change in Ni oxidation state from +1.9 (at 1.23 VRHE) to
+2.6 (at 1.55 VRHE), that is, a transition from a Ni2+ to a Ni3+
material (this estimate was obtained without correction for the
minor contribution of metallic Ni; see Fig. S9 and S10.† Aer
correction for the metallic contribution, we obtain oxidationstate estimates of +2.0 and +2.9, respectively).
In previous Mössbauer spectroscopy experiments, it has
been observed that about 20% of Fe3+ ions are converted to Fe4+
at potentials above 1.7 VRHE.22 This would result in an increase
in the oxidation state from 3.0 to 3.2. In case of our X-ray
absorption experiments at the Fe K-edge, we observed an
almost negligible change in the edge position of about only
0.19 eV, for a potential increase from 1.23 VRHE to 1.55 VRHE
(Fig. 2B). Based on comparison of reference iron compounds of
known oxidation state (a-FeO(OH), a-Fe2O3, g-Fe2O3, Fe3O4,
FeO),11,23 we estimate that an oxidation state change by one unit
is associated with a shi of 5.1 eV in the edge position.
Accordingly, about 4% of Fe atoms might shi its oxidation
state from Fe3+ to Fe4+. However, the analysis of such minor
edge-shis in terms of oxidation state changes is likely to be
misleading whenever signicant changes in the edge shape are
present, as they are clearly visible in Fig. 2B. We propose that
the slight change in the formally calculated edge position (using
the “integral method”39) relates to a change in the shape of the
spectra (visible at the primary absorption peak around 7131 eV)
rather than being indicative of an oxidation state change of
a minor fraction of Fe ions.
To corroborate the absence of major oxidation state changes
of Fe ions, we also performed a series of X-ray edge
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In situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy in 1 M KOH for the NiFe catalyst electrodeposited on thin carbon paper. (A) Normalized Ni K-edge at
1.23 VRHE and at 1.55 VRHE. (B) Normalized Fe K-edge at 1.23 VRHE and at 1.55 VRHE. (C) Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra at the Ni K-edge 1.23
VRHE and at 1.55 VRHE (lines) with the corresponding simulations (dotted lines). (D) Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra at the Fe K-edge 1.23 VRHE
and at 1.55 VRHE (lines) with the corresponding simulations (dotted lines) (a cosine window covering 10% of the left and right side of the k-range of
the EXAFS spectra was used to suppress side lobes in the Fourier transforms). The simulation parameters are provided in Table 1 and the resulting
EXAFS k3 spectra are shown in Fig. S8.† In the case of panel C, a 10% metal contribution stemming from metallic nickel had been subtracted.
Fig. 2

measurements with constant potential at the catalyst electrode
ranging from 1.55 to 2.8 VRHE (Fig. 3). The maximum oxidation
state change observed from 1.23 VRHE to the maximum potential 2.8 VRHE in Fig. 3 might correspond to formation of about
8% of Fe4+ ions. However, even for highly positive potentials the
shi of the Fe K-edge is small and likely explainable by changes
in the shape of the X-ray edge resulting from changes in the Fe3+
coordination environment.

To study the structural changes caused by application of
catalytic potentials, we performed in situ EXAFS experiments at
the Ni and Fe K-edge aer catalyst equilibration at 1.23 VRHE
and 1.55 VRHE. The data with the corresponding simulations is
shown in Fig. 2C and D; the parameters resulting from the
simulations are shown in Table 1. The simulations were performed as a joint t in which the bond lengths at both potentials are coupled to have the same value, and the Debye–Waller

EXAFS coordination numbers, N, as determined from EXAFS
simulationsa

Table 1

Fig. 3 Fe K-edge positions and formally estimated Fe oxidation states
of the NiFe catalyst in 1 M KOH, as determined by in situ X-ray
experiments. Each data point (and the indicated standard deviation)
corresponds to the average of three measurements.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

Ni–Oshort
Ni–Olong
Ni–Nimetal
Ni–Nishort
Ni–Nilong
Fe–Oshort
Fe–Olong
Fe–Femetal
Fe–Nishort
Fe–Femiddle
Fe–Felong

Distanceb (in Å)

Nb 1.23 V

Nb 1.55 V

1.90(1)
2.06(1)
2.49(1)
2.86(1)
3.07(1)
1.92(1)
2.05(1)
2.52(1)
2.85(3)
2.96(3)
3.12(2)

1.9(3)
2.6(3)
0.4(2)
1.2(4)
1.7(4)
2.5(3)
3.5(2)
0.53(9)
0.2(7)
2.0(3)
2.4(2)

3.2(2)
0.9(4)
0.5(1)
3.1(4)
1.4(4)
3.2(2)
2.4(3)
0.58(9)
2(1)
3.0(6)
2.1(4)

a
s ¼ 0.063 Å, for all simulations. b The numbers in parenthesis
correspond to the likely error in the last digit (1s error range).
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parameter is kept constant, to avoid over-parameterization.
Using this simulation approach, EXAFS coordination numbers
are obtained that represent the number of atom pairs at the
respective distances for working potentials of 1.23 VRHE and
1.55 VRHE.
The simulations at the Ni K-edge show that two prominent
atom pairs are detectable at 1.55 VRHE: Ni–O pairs with RNi–O of
1.9 Å and Ni-metal pairs with RNi–Me of 2.87 Å. These distances
are characteristic for a g-NiOOH phase;10 whereas the long Ni–O
and Ni-metal distances of 2.06 and 3.07 Å prevailing at 1.23
VRHE correspond to a-Ni(OH)2 phase.10 At 1.23 VRHE, the two
phases were detected roughly in a 1 : 1 ratio. At 1.55 VRHE, the
proportion of the g-NiOOH phase was clearly increased.
In the simulations of the Fe edge EXAFS spectra, we observed
an increase in the number of short Fe–O distances at 1.92 Å
when increasing the potential from 1.23 VRHE to 1.55 VRHE. We
also observed a pronounced increase in the EXAFS coordination
number of Fe–metal distances at 2.85 Å. Formation of shorter

Paper

distances is usually associated with an increase in oxidation
state and deprotonation. In the case of iron, we did not observe
indications of major Fe oxidation state changes in the edge
spectra that could account for the pronounced structural
changes detected in the EXAFS (Fig. 2D). The changes at the top
of the Fe K-edge may be rather associated with formation of
short Fe–O and Fe–metal distances detected by EXAFS analysis
(Table 1). Bell and coworkers suggested that in a mixed Ni–Fe
oxide phase, the structural changes are associated with an
increase in the Ni oxidation state as well as shortening of metal–
metal distances that aﬀect the structure around the iron
centers.10 Our results support this hypothesis. These structural
changes are fully reversible and are responsible for the changes
at the top of the Fe edge in the XANES measurements (Fig. 2B
and D).
To study electric-potential dependence and dynamics of the
oxidation state changes, we performed cyclic voltammetry
experiments combined with detection of X-ray uorescence

Fig. 4 In situ detection of X-ray absorption signal during a cyclic voltammogram (CV) (1 M KOH, NiFe catalyst sample deposited on carbon

paper). (A) Non-normalized Ni K-edge spectra at 1.23 VRHE and at 1.55 VRHE. In the inset, the red arrow shows how the decrease in X-ray
ﬂuorescence is related to a shift in the edge position (blue arrow). The red dotted line represents the energy at which the X-ray beam was set
(8345 eV). (B) In situ CV at the Ni Kedge (scan rate 5 mV s1, blue – current density on NiFe, grey – current density on carbon paper support,
green – X-ray ﬂuorescence at 8345 eV). Arrows indicate the scan direction. The decrease in the X-ray ﬂuorescence is related to a shift of 0.4 eV in
the edge position (7 measurements were averaged). (C) Non-normalized Fe K-edge spectra at 1.23 VRHE and at 1.55 VRHE. In the inset, the red
arrow shows how the decrease in X-ray ﬂuorescence is related to a shift in the edge position (blue arrow). The red dotted line represents the
energy at which the X-ray beam was set (7126 eV). (D) In situ CV at the Fe K-edge (scan rate 5 mV s1, blue – current density on NiFe, grey –
current density on carbon paper support, orange/dark red – X-ray ﬂuorescence at 7126 eV). Arrows indicate the scan direction. The decrease in
X-ray ﬂuorescence is related to a shift of 0.06 eV in the edge position (7 measurements were averaged). The ohmic resistance of electrolyte and
electrodes was 3 U; no iR drop correction was applied.
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signals. In these experiments, we adjusted the X-ray energy at
a position in the middle of the respective absorption edge
(8345 eV for Ni, 7126 eV for Fe), and recorded the change in the
X-ray Ka-uorescence excited either at 8345 eV, for tracking
oxidation state changes of Ni ions, or at 7126 eV, for tracking
oxidation state changes of Fe ions. The rational of these
experiments is illustrated by Fig. 4A and C, where the X-ray edge
spectra of the NiFe catalyst are shown for short-term equilibration at 1.23 VRHE and 1.55 VRHE. We detect a shi of Ni Kedge position by 0.4 eV assignable to Ni oxidation from about
+2.2 to +2.7. This oxidation state change and the parallel energy
shi of the X-ray edge position correspond to a decrease of the
X-ray uorescence intensity when measured at a suitably
selected excitation energy of, e.g. 8345 eV, meaning that any
increase in the oxidation state is reected as a decrease in the Xray uorescence and vice versa.
The dynamics of the X-ray uorescence intensity during a CV
are shown in Fig. 4B. We can observe that parallel to the
oxidation wave appearing in the CV, the X-ray uorescence
decreases, and it again increases to the same level as the lm is
reduced in the backward scan. The corresponding X-ray edge

Sustainable Energy & Fuels

shis (quantied with “integral method” of ref. 39) and estimated changes in the Ni oxidation state are shown as insets in
Fig. 4A. We conclude that the Ni oxidation state changes cover
a range from about +2.2 to +2.7 (we note that the oxidation state
change suggested by the data of Fig. 4 is smaller than in the data
of Fig. 2A, 0.5 vs. 0.7, likely because of dissimilar levels of
equilibration at 1.23 VRHE resulting in diﬀerent levels of Ni ions
trapped in higher oxidation states).
At the Fe K-edge, the X-ray signal suggests that there are only
insignicant potential-dependent changes in the Fe oxidation
state (Fig. 4D) (on a rst glance, the X-ray uorescence collected
the Fe edge during a CV appears as being especially noisy, but
this mostly results from an expanded y-axis scaling used in
Fig. 5D). There might be a small shi in the X-ray edge position
of 0.06 eV, but the changes in the X-ray intensity are too close to
the noise level for any reliable quantitative estimate. Thus we
conclude that the X-ray uorescence detected during a CV does
not support oxidation state changes of the Fe ions, which is in
line with the XANES data collected aer equilibration at
selected potentials (Fig. 2B and 3).

Fig. 5 Time-resolved detection of the X-ray ﬂuorescence signal during a cyclic voltammogram (CV, in (A) and (B)) and after a step-wise change
of the electrode potential (C and D) of the NiFe catalysts deposited on carbon paper in 1 M KOH. (A) In situ collection of X-ray data in parallel to
recording a CV with 5 mV s1. Blue – current density, red – X-ray ﬂuorescence at 7131 eV (absorption maximum of the Fe K-edge), green – X-ray
ﬂuorescence at 8345 eV (center of the edge rise of the Ni K-edge). (B) Derivative (with respect to time) of the X-ray absorption signal (dFX-ray/dt),
for direct comparison with current densities (color code as in (A)). The panels (C) and (D) show in situ time courses obtained for sudden, step-wise
changes of the electric potential (90 potential steps from 1.23 to 1.55 VRHE and back to 1.23 VRHE are averaged) at (C) the Ni K-edge (8345 eV), and
at (D) the Fe K-edge (7131 eV). The data was simulated (least-square curve ﬁtting) using a sum of two exponential functions; the simulation
parameters are provided in Table S2.† An alternative simulation of the data in (D) with time constants of 0.27 ms and 5.0 ms in the reducing
transition resulted in equally good match of data and simulated curve (Table S3†). For presentation of (C) and (D) with expanded time scale, see
Fig. S11 and S12.† The ohmic resistance was 3 U; no IR-drop correction was applied.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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We also tracked the X-ray signal during a CV for excitation at
an X-ray energy at the absorption maximum of the Fe K-edge
(7131 eV). Thereby a very similar plot as the one for the oxidation state changes at the Ni-edge is obtained (Fig. 5A). The
potential-dependent changes of the X-ray uorescence for
excitation at 7131 eV likely reects modication of the coordination environment of Fe ions that occur concomitantly with
oxidation of the Ni ions. Comparison to the EXAFS data of Fig. 2
and Table 1 suggests that the structural changes involve the
formation of short Fe–O distances of 1.92 Å and short Fe–Ni
distances of 2.85 Å.
The X-ray signals reect the Ni oxidation state, for excitation
at the Ni K-edge at 8345 eV, and structural changes at the Fe Kedge, for excitation at the Fe K-edge at 7131 eV. If the derivative
of these two X-ray signals are scaled to the current of the CV,
their electric-potential dependencies match very closely the
current of the reductive CV wave. The close match of the
derivative of the Ni signal (8345 eV), which reects changes in
the Ni oxidation state, and the current density suggests that the
current wave is assignable to oxidation of Ni ions.
The close match of the CV current with the structural X-ray
signal detected at the Fe K-edge at 7131 eV implies that the Ni
oxidation state changes are “sensed” by iron ions resulting in
a modication of their coordination environment. There are no
indications for a redox-wave that is not accounted for by the Xray signals. Consequently, the herein reported data does not
provide evidence for formation of oxidized oxygen species.
However, we cannot exclude further redox processes occurring
simultaneously (at the same potentials) with the dominating Ni
oxidation.
To study timescale and sequence of the events, we performed
experiments in which the energy of the incident beam had been
set (i) at the center of the Ni edge (8345 eV) and (ii) at the top of
the Fe edge (7131 eV). The potential was switched from 1.55
VRHE to 1.23 VRHE with steps of 10 s duration at 1.55 VRHE. The
potential step protocol was repeated 90 times for improving the
signal-to-noise ratio by signal averaging. We nd that the time
courses reecting Ni oxidation/reduction (at 8345 eV, Fig. 5C)
and the time courses likely reecting shortening/lengthening of
Fe–ligand distances (at 7131 eV, Fig. 5D) are similar. For
quantitative analysis, the time courses were simulated biexponentially according to:
t

t

F ¼ A þ Be t1 þ Ce t2

(1)

where the time constants correspond to reciprocal rate
constants (ki ¼ 1/ti). Thereby we nd that the time courses of the
X-ray signals of Fig. 5C and D both exhibit a fast phase with time
constants in the reductive and oxidative transition around 250
ms and 450 ms, respectively. The clearly slower phase was
characterized by time constants of about 5 s (reductive transition) and 2 s (oxidative transition). These similarities suggest
that the Ni oxidation state change detected at 8345 eV and
structural change in the Fe ligand environment detected at
7131 eV occur simultaneously, fully in line with the analysis of
the X-ray signals collected during a CV. There also was no
sigmoidal rise or lag phase behaviour detectable that would
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indicate sequential reactions (Fig. S11 and S12†). In summary,
the time-resolved X-ray data excludes that the changes in the Fe
ligand environment occur before or aer the Ni redox reaction,
but indicates that these are simultaneously occurring, directly
coupled processes. At present, it remains unexplained why the
redox transitions proceed with pronouncedly biphasic reaction
kinetics. This aspect requires further investigation but is
beyond the scope of our current study.

4. Conclusions
Comparison of the in situ XANES and EXAFS collected aer
equilibration at non-catalytic potential (1.23 VRHE) and catalytic
potential (1.55 VRHE) suggests structural modications that
likely are related to the Ni2+/3+ redox transition of the oxyhydroxide material at about 1.43 VRHE. These structural modications involve a transition from motifs prevalent in layered
double-hydroxide, M(m3-OH)2, to motifs found in layered oxyhydroxides, M(m-O)(m3-OH), or layered dioxides, M(m3-O)2.
Whereas the Ni oxidation state change is unambiguously
detectable, the XANES spectra do not provide evidence for
involvement of an Fe3+/4+ redox transition. However, comparison of the EXAFS spectra collected at non-catalytic and more
oxidizing, catalytic potential reveals for Ni and Fe similar
modications of the rst coordination sphere (shorter M–O
distances in the oxidized state) and in the second coordination
sphere (shorter M–M distances in the oxidized state).
A shortening of M–O distances typically is indicative of an
increased metal oxidation state, because metal oxidation oen
induces strengthening (contraction) of the M–O bond. Therefore, the observed shortening of Fe–O distances might indicate
Fe3+/4+ oxidation in a signicant fraction of Fe sites. The
changes in the Fe–M distance follow the modications observed
in Ni–M distances, namely formation of short M–M distances of
about 2.86 Å in the oxidized state of the catalyst. This observation suggests that, at least in the oxidized state at catalytic
potential, a major fraction of the Fe ions is part of the oxyhydroxide lattice with geometrical parameters characteristic of
a pure NiO(OH)x. Therefore, the short Fe–O distances could
result from “enslavement” of the Fe coordination environment
by changes in the oxyhydroxide lattice, which are caused by
oxidation of the Ni ions. In conclusion, the transition to the
oxidized, catalytically active state may involve either (i) an
atypical Fe3+/4+ redox transition or (ii) a modication of the Fe
coordination environment that is enforced by the change in the
lattice geometry caused by Ni2+/3+ oxidation.
The XAS results reported here are qualitatively well in line
with previous reports for various NiFe-based OER catalyst.
However, the extent of Ni oxidation state changes and the
number of Fe ions within the layered oxyhydroxides diﬀer
between NiFe catalysts obtained by diﬀerent synthesis routes,
for reasons that remain inadequately understood. We note that
the present results indicate that neither all Ni nor all Fe ions
participated in the discussed redox transition.
For additional insight, we combined electrochemistry with
time-resolved detection of the X-ray uorescence excited at
selected X-ray energies. In the CV experiment, the current waves
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assignable to redox-state changes of the catalyst material match
precisely the X-ray signal that tracks the Ni2+/3+ oxidation state
changes. From the absence of discrepancies, we conclude that
sizeable redox currents are exclusively associated with redox
transition that involve oxidation/reduction of Ni ions. All
further modications of the electronic or atomic structure are
likely coupled to the Ni oxidation state change. This conclusion
is conrmed by tracking the X-ray signal reecting changes in
the Fe ligand environment. These structural changes occur
concomitantly to the Ni2+/3+ oxidation state change. There is no
indication of a separate Fe3+/4+ redox transition at a distinctively
diﬀerent potential. Similarly, the responses to potential steps
reveal simultaneous changes in Ni oxidation state and modication of the Fe coordination environment. Within the timeresolution of the experiment, we cannot detect any indications for a preceding reaction step.
Our nding that modication of the Fe coordination environment proceeds simultaneously with the Ni2+/3+ redox reaction—at the same redox potentials and with the same temporal
kinetics—is well in line with the second option discussed above:
changes in the Fe coordination environment are enforced by
a Ni-dominated lattice geometry. However, neither Fe4+ nor
Fe3+Oc formation directly coupled to Ni oxidation can be fully
ruled out. We also emphasize that redox reactions involving
only a minority of metal ions or ligand sites could remain
invisible in the herein reported experiments. Similarly, redox
intermediates would remain invisible if they were only transiently formed, e.g. the recently reported Fe6+ sites in NiFe
oxyhdroxides.40
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